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CODES OF ETHICS AGAI&8T rvHTuRE 

TORTURE , in the sense of the infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether 
physical or mental , for the purposes of obtaining information or tonfession, 
for punishment. or to intimidate political opponents by a climate of terror, 
seems to be accepted or at least tolerated as a nearly unive r sal phenomenon. 
Neve r theless, it is significant that torture to-day is something a state will 
always deny and never justify Even in this age of violence , the deliberate 
infliction of pain by o ne human being on another, to break him, remains a 
special horror . · 

A Str ategy for the Prevention of Torture 
In considering a strategy for the prevention of torture, sever al conferences 
overseas of the legal or medical professions , a nd of organisations such as the 
United Nations and Amnesty Internat ional, have progr essed to the l evel of 
drafting and working f or the development and implementation of codes of conduc t 
that would he l p prevent the perversion of professional skills in the service 
of torture. This course is being pursued because it is realised 
that , although torture is gener ally administered by security po l ice or 
military personnel , there is a sense in which they do not operate in a vacuum , 
and their role can be , and often is, supported t hrough the complicity of 
members of various professions , e.g. doctors and nurses, scie ntists , judges, 
lawyers, civil servants , and politicians . 

The only productive strategy see~s to be one that involves recognition of the 
unique value of each individual human being as such, and a bove any considera
tions of national security, power politics and ideology, Respect for humani
ty is the basi s of hope for the emerging international ethos, follow ing the 
holocaust of the second world war . 

It is t r ue that each member of a profession works in the context of a given 
political systeJD, but he or she retains the personal values 1w,hich are expressed 
to a certain degr ee in professional behaviour . Professional people worK 
mostly in organizations and units , they have colleagues who exert influe nce 
by their opinions or attitudes, behaviour and performance , and thus largely 
determi ne the conduct of the group as a whole . Th~ influence exerted by an 
enlightened group is a selfregulating force as well as a powerful stimulus in 
the creation of public opinion If torture is to be eradicated, it is essen
tial that publ ic opinion be enlisted on the side of reform. 

A political system may regard the preservation of national 
security as an overriding consideratio n , whi l e doctors or 
lawyers are committed to defending huma~ lives and rig6 ts, 
irrespective of the issue of security. 
In certain situations tbe doctor, lawyer, or policeman 
has to choose among competing values. 
Pr ofessionals in the ser vice of the state are most exposed 
to conflicting demands of allegiance , and when such conflicts arise, 
the professional will look for guidelines t o bis professional group . 
A code of professional conduct would be of great assistance to the 
i ndividual. 

The prison doctor should not see an enemy of the state o n hunger strike; he 
shoul d see a patient , 

MED IC INE - AND TORTURE 
Medicine is meant to be practised generally in tbe service of humanity . A 
doctor i s duty bound to r estore bodil y and mental heal th without distinction 
as to per sons, and is ex pected to have the utmost respect for human life and 
dignity . Never theless there a r e distur b ing reports that d ~ctors have been 
invol ved in torture -

, Former Gr eek tor ture victims disclosed that .some military and prison 
doc t or s we r e involved in the practice of torture, by 

ensuring that torture c o uld continue., 
neglecting victims, 
co ve r ing up e v idence of tortur e , and 
some times directly participating themselves . 

~ Portuguese victims have s t ressed that the system of torture i n Portugal 
would have been impossible without the collaboration of doctors 
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Doctors , who have to decide whether jr not to assist in some way wh~n torture 
is being carried out , will often find themselves in a serious conflict of 
conscience. They have their professional oath as medica l men , and they have 
also made an oath of office, or are obliged to give orders (often arising from 
emergency or security laws) regardless of t heir own professional ethics. 
There is the further thought that • if I refuse there is no chance whatsoever 
of any medical assistance for the v ictim. • This turns out to be tbe false 
logic of, e.g. mayors of Dutch and French towns during the ~azi occupation, 
and cunningly misused by the Nazis. 
Often the apparent motive of doctors in the torture situation is protection 
of the victim, whereas the real mot ive may oe in fact more the protection of 
the torturers, to keep them from outright murder. 

Conscientious decisions an individual doctor (generally one in g overnment 
service) may have to face -

a) Should be agree to carry out a medical examination before an interroga
tion that may include torture ? 
CLEARLY NOT, if his examination will result in the selection of victims 
who are presumed to be 'fit for torture '. Such an exa~ination could 
come to be regarded as part of the process, and as sanctioning it in 
medical terms . 

b) Should be attend torture procedures to indicate when tbe victim is 
being pushed too far? Here ~gain, REFUSAL SEE~IB JUSTIFIED. 

c) Should be give medical care in the sense of treating the direct effects 
of torture? The immediate answer seems to be positive, but there are 
COUNTER ARGUMENTS -
Under normal circumstances, a patient is free to choose his own doctor, 
and in so doing deliberately seeks medical help for his suffering. 
But in the torture situation it is conceivable that the victim might 
prefer quick death to being patched up so that torture can continue. 
This might be a deliberate choice, from fear that confessions might be 
extorted later that would endanger other people's lives, i . e. tbe fear 
of 'breaking down'. So there may be SOME RESTRICTIONS ON THE DlJTY of 
a docto r to keep a torture victim alive. 
Here too there is the possibility that the doctor's r5le may be one 
of connivance and complicity, particularly if bis report is confide ntial 
to the torturers alone, 

~ 

However, there may be circumstances 
is the only means by which evidence 
employed, can be brought to light . 
of tbe doctor to make a full report 
ing his own professional group . 

where examination by a medical man 
that torture is i n fact being 
Here it would clearly be tbe duty 

to responsible authorities, includ-

d) Should a doctor directly or indirectly put his expertise 
service of authorities who want t o extort c onfessions? 
he develop methods which produce the results desired by 
- as bas certainly occurred - e . g. psychiatric methods? 
CUARLY TnIS IS UTTERLY UNACCE:>TABLE. 

into the 
E .g . should 
his superiors 

In Britain in March 1972 in the Report of the Parker Committee, 
the Chairman and one other member recommended that a doctor with 
some psychiatric training should be present during interrogat i on, 
not to take responsibility for stopping it , but to wa rn the 
controller if he felt things were going too far , leaving tbe 
decision with the controller . . . 1 this should be some safeguard 
both for the constitutionally vulnerable detainee and at tbe same 
time for the interrogator . • (Para . 42 , Report of the Committee of 
Privy Councillors appointed to consider aut horized procedures for 
the interrogation of persons suspected of terrorism. ) 

However , a third member of the Committee, Lord Gardiner; stated 
in bis minority report that all medical withesses agreed that 
there is such wide variation in both physical exhaustion and 
mental disorientation, that to try to fix limits is quite imprac
ticable . 
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A GROUP OF MEDICAL SPECIALISTS , reported Lord Gardiner, had subsequently 
written to the Committee that they bad reluctantly come to the conclu
sion that no such li~its can safely be specified . 'Any procedure . • . 
designed to impair cerebral functions so that freedom of choice 
disappears is likely to be damaging to the mental health of the man.' 
They came to the conclusion that no safe threshold can be set. 

There is a collective general responsibility on the medical profession as such, 
as far as the physical and mental consequences of torture are concerned. The 
problem cannot be limited by putting the wh ole responsibility on the shoulders 
of a small group of physicians, such as police doctors, military doctors, dis-
trict surgeons, etc If the whole profession does not fully realize this, a 
heavy load of guilt will rest upon them too . 

The mental health of an entire population can be affected when prisoners are 
cruelly treated. Two examples from the Netherlands illus trate this -

_ During World War II many Dutch pe ople were tortured in concentration 
camps. Many did not survive, and those who did bad to try after 
the war to function in society again. During the last 10 years it 
bas becJme clear that many of these survivors have developed a 
syndrome that results in increased morbidity and vulneraJility to 
all stress, and in developing neuroses and nerv::>Usness ., A special 
clinic bas bad to be built to treat this type of patient . A ~ilm 
shown on TV dealing with these effects of the concentration camps 
caused emotional turmoil among the Dutch people and there was a mass 
reaction that had grave political consequences. 

__; In Indonesia during the postwar decolonizat_ion period , the Dutch army 
twice conducted •police actions' mainly performed by troops c0nsisting 
of conscripted soldiers 15 - 20 years afterwards, the atrocities 
that bad been committed by the military during those actions were made 
public and supplemented by a TV programme. Here again there was an 
outbreak of confessions on one side, and protest on the other. on a 
much larger scale than could have been explained just by the limited 
number of those directly invo lved. Again there was an emotional 
turmoil that had reperc ussions and consequences that had been quite 
unexpected. 

Such events strengthen the view that planned rather than i ndividual acts of 
c~uelty may influence the mental health of an entire population for a long time 
~o come. In such circumstances the responsibility of the medical profession 
for the public health in general, as well as public mental health, cannot be 
denied. 

rt seems the only way to reach a point where individual doctors will actually 
refuse to be involved in any way at all in torture is 
J first, to draft an internationally accepted code of cJnduct analogous to 

th~ Geneva Conventions covering the treatment of war victims and prisoners 
of war. 

' J then, torture must be universally condemned and stigmatized, so that it 
becomes a matter of course that members of the medical profession utterly 
refuse to involve themselves in these practices. 

The Declaration of Geneva formulated by the World Medical AssJciation in 1946 
states -

'I will maintain the utmost respect for human life from the time of 
conception; even under threat I will not use my medical knowledge 
contrary to the 1aws of humanity. • 

The doctor ' s sheet anchor is the ethical tradition that bas been tested over 
the centuries. But of invaluable help would be a specific code of conduct 
in the torture situation. 
Can a code be an effective force? yes, if it is induced by one's professional 
friends or colleagues. And a code, once established, in itself generates 
influence as a model pattern of behaviour . 
For adherence to such a code, a doctor should be supported by his fellow doctors, 
by national medical associations and the internation~l medical community, in 
the face of threats or reprisals resulting from a refusal to condone the use 
of torture . /In 
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In Tokyo in October 1975 the World Medical Association una ni mously ' adopted 
a , set of guidelines for doctors concerni ng torture, (S ee Appendix A). 
Since then there have been furt her proposals - to count er tacit complicity of 
doctors , by ensuring that doctors ha ve an obligation to puolicise or inform 
proper national and international bJdies of any torture activities , and by 
ensuring that any groups that have adopted a code of etbics against torture 
maintain some mechanism for hearing a ppeals from those covered oy the code 
who claim violation of it~ p~ovisions . . 

N U R S E S 
In August 1975 the International Council of Nurses adopted a resolution 
outlining the responsibility of nurses against torture . (See Appendix B) . 

A LAW YERS ' CODE AGAINST TOHTlJRE 
Torture is nearly always perpetrated in violation of legislation , yet the 
practice increases , largely because the victims are powerless to assert a ny 
legal rights, or are obstructed in that process. This is an area where the 
legal profession clearly bears a special responsi~ility at many levels of the 
state. 

LEGISLATORS are responsible for securing adequate safeguards , such as 
an unequivocal prohibition of torture . 

There should be an INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY. 
The judiciary are responsible for the due process of law, including 
_) the obligation to e·xamine allegations of torture made during the 

judicial procedure, and 
J the exercise of proper control over detaining authorities. 

The right to immediate and unrestricted ~CCESS TO A LAWYER UPON DETENTIO# 
must be secured . 
Defence lawyers have a responsibility to disclose acts of torture that 
come to their knowledge. The defending lawyer should see a client 
entitled to a fair t r ial , not a security risk to be e l iminated by 
j ud i c ia 1 means . 

_Academic lawyers and legal bodies have an obligation to assum~ a lead{ng 
rOle in improving the legal system, and safeguarding it from po·tential or 
real abuses . · 

Many courageous lawyers , who have spoken out against torture of their clients, 
have found themselves impr i soned , or otherwise penalized and victimized. 

A CODE OF ETHICS FOR LAWYERS has been the subject of much thought and dis
cussion, inter alia by the International Commission of Jurists and Amnesty 
International , which have jointly formulated draft principles relevant to 
torture. (See Appendix C) . 

A POL ICE CODE AGAINST TORTURE 
In most countries there is no distinct code of ethics promulgated ~or the 
police, but l ocal laws , regulations , po Lice g ,1ides and manuals set o ut wbat 
could be considered as rules of ethics to be followed by policemen. 
yet the police and security forces are tbe most prone to find their profession 
and expertise perverted in the service of torture. Clearly there is need f or 
universal ethical standards, based on humanity and jQstice , to be laid down 
for the police. They perform a vital r~le in relation to human rights , and 
this bas been recognized at the international level, within the world of the 
police forces tbemselves, as well as in tbe international .community as a whol e . 

In 1957 the International Association of Chiefs of Police adopted a law en
forcement code of ethics, and further discussion and action has f l owed from 
the meeting of the International Federation of Senior Police Officers. 
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In June 1975 at The Hague , Holland , members of p::,lice forces , ' police autho
rities, and of national and international police organisations fr~m eight 
European countries participated in a seminar on an International Code of 
Police Ethics , and enumerated several unanimous conclusions , embodied in the 
DECLARATION OF THE HAGUE. 

In July 1976 the UN Committee on Crime Prevention and Control agreed a draft 
code for Law E nfo'rcement officials for study at the 1977 session of the 
General Assembly . (Appendix D gives a summary of the 10 points, excluding 
the Commentary~·· as conveyed in an unofficial text,) 



DECLARATION OF TOKYO OF 
THE WORLD MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

Guidelines for Medical Doctors 

Appendix A . . 

Concerning Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment · 
or Punishment in relation to Detention and Imprisonment 

Adopted unanimously by the 29th World Medical Assembly, Tokyo, Japan 
10 October 1975. 

Preamble 
It is the privilege of the medical doctor to practise medicine in the service of 
humanity, to preserve and restore bodily and mental health without distinction 
as to persons, to comfort and to ease the suffering of his or her patients. The 
utmost respect for human life is to be maintained even under threat, and no use 

· made of any medical knowledge contrary to the laws of humanity. 
For the purpose of this declaration, torture is defined as the deliberate, syste• 

ma tic or wanton infliction of physical or mental suffering by one or more 
persons acting alone or on the orders of any authori ty, to force another person 
to yield information, to make a confession, or for any other reason. 

Declaration 
l. The doctor shall not countenance, condone or participate in the practice of 
torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading procedures, whatever the 
offence of which the victim of such procedures is suspected, accused or guilty, 
and whatever the victim's beliefs or motives, and in all situations, including 
armed conflict and civil strife. · 

2. The doctor shall not provide any premises, instruments, substances or know
ledge to facilitate the practice of torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or to diminish the ability of the victim to resist such 
treatment. 

3 . The doctor shall not be present during any procedure during which torture or 
other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is used or threatened. 

r 

4. A doctor must have complete clinical independence in deciding upon the care 
of a person for whom he or she is medically responsible. The doctor's fundamental 
role is to alleviate the distress of his or her fellow.men, and no motive- whether 
personal, collective or political-shall prevail against this higher purpose. 

5. Where a prisoner refuses nourishment and is considered by the doctor as 
capable of forming an unimpaired and rational judgement concerning the con
sequences of such a voluntary refusal of nourishment, he or she shall not 
be fed artificially. The decision as to the capacity of the prisoner to form such a 

judgement should be confirmed by at least one other independent doctor. The 
consequences of the refusal of nourishment shall be explained by the doctor 

to the prisoner. 

6. The World Medical Association will support and should encourage the 
international community, the national medical associations and fellow doctors 
to support the doctor and his or her family in the face of threats or reprisals 
resulting from a refusal to condone the use of torture or other forms of cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment. 

.... 

.. 
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Appendix B. 
Resolution adopted by the Council of National Representatives ·of the.Inter; 

· national Council of Nurses {ICN), Singapore, August 1975. 

ROLE OF THE NURSE IN THE 
CARE OF DETAINEES AND PRJSONERS 

WHEREAS the ICN Code for !lurses specifically states that 

I. "The fundamental responsibility of the _nurse is fourfold: to promote health, 
to prevent illness, to restore health and to alleviate suffering. 

2. "The nurse's primary responsibility is to those people who require nursing 
care. 

3. "The nurse when acting in a professional capacity should at all times maintain 
standards of personal conduct which reflect credit upon the profession. 

4. "The nurse takes appropriate action to safeguard the individual when his care 
is endangered by a co-worker or any other person," and , . 

WHEREAS in 1973 ICN reaffirmed support for the Red Cross Rights and Duties 
of Nurses under the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which specifically state that, 
in case of armed conflict of international as well as national character (ie internal 
disorders, civil wars, armed rebellions): 

I. Members of the armed forces, prisoners and persons taking no active part 111 
the hostilities 
a) sliall ·be.en1itled to protection and care if wounded or sick, 
b) shaJ.1 be n-eated humanely, that is: 

-they may not be subjected to physical mutilation or to medical or 
scientific experiments of any kind wltich are not justified by the medical, 
dental or hospital treatment of the prisoner concerned and carried out in 
his interest, 
-they shall not be wilfully left without medical assistance and care, nor 
shall conditions exposing them to contagion or infection be created, 

r 

. ~ 

-they shall be treated humanely and cared for by the Party in conflict in 
whose power they may be, without adverse distinction founded on sex, 
race, nationality, religion, political opinion, or any other similar criteria. 

2. The following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place 
whatsoever with respect to the above mentioned persons: 
a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 

cruel treatment and torture; 
b) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading 

treatment. 

WHEREAS in 1971 ICN endorsed the United Nations Univer~al Declaration of 
Human Rights and, hence, accepted that · 

1. "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political or ,other opinion, national or social origin, property, 
birth or other status (article 2). 

2. "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treat-
ment or punishment (article 5);" and 

WHEREAS in relation to detainees and prisoners of conscience, interrogation 
procedures are increasingly being employed· which result in ill effects, often 
permanent, on the person's mental and physical health; · 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that ICN condemns the use· of all such 
procedures harmful to the mental and physical health of prisoners and detainees; 
and 

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that nurses having knowledge of physical or 
mental ill-treatment of detainees and prisoners take appropriate action including 
reporting the matter to appropriate national and/or international bodies; and 

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that nurses participate in clinical research 
carried out on prisoners, only if the freely given consent of the patient has been 
secured after a complete explanation and understanding by the patient of the 
nature and risk of the research; and 

..._ FINALLY BE IT RESOLVED that the nurse's first responsibility is towards her 
-. patients, notwithstanding consi~erations of national security and interest. 

.. 
, 
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Appendix C, 
DRAFT PRINCIPLES 

for a 
CODE OF ETHICS FOR LAWYERS, RELEVANT 
TO TORTURE and other CRUEL, INHUMAN OR 
DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT 

Torture of detained persons has spread rapidly around the world, in spite of the 
fact that it is a criminal offence in nearly every country. The practice mostly 
remains uncontrolled because the victims have no means to assert their legal 
rights or are obstructed in asserting them. Lawyers are often victimized and 
penalized for raising the issue of torture on behalf of their clients, or even for 
just defending them, for investigating allegations or evidence of torture in their 
capacity as prosecutors and judges, or for protesting such methods as representa· 
tives of government offices. 

When torture is an institutionalized practice, lawyers may be greatly aided by 
the support of other lawyers in the exen:ise of their duty to protect individual· 
rights. For this reason, professional associations of lawyers should adopt and 
circulate a code of ethics which specifies the obligations of lawyers, regarding 
torture anq other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of 
detainees. The associations should make known to their members and to similar 
organizations that they will come to the full support of any lawyer who adheres 
to the code. · 

1. (1) A defence lawyer representing a person who alleges that he has been 
subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment while detained by any authority and for any cause should 
be prepared to raise such allegations before the competent authorities, 
unless instructed to the contrary by his client. 

(2) If the client wishes to have such allegations raised, the lawyer must do 
so fully and fearlessly. He should take a detailed statement from his 
client and_pr~s~nt to the court pr competent authority all the evidence 
or information available to substanttate the allegations, and use all pro
cedures available to obtain protection and an. appropriate remedy for
his client. 

2. A prosecuting lawyer has.a personal duty to introduce as evidence iQ any 
proceedings only those statements which he honestly believes are freely made 
and obtained without the use of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment. In case of any doubt, the prosecutor must reject 
the statement. 

3. (1) A judge or other judicial authority should reject any statement made by 
an accused person or witness unless he is satisfied that the statement 
was freely made and obtained without the use of torture or other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

; . 

(2) A judge or other judicial authority must not summarily reject allegations 
that an accused person or witness has been subjected to torture or other 
cruel, inh\lman or degrading treatment or punishment. He has a duty 
to inquire thoroughly into such allegations and to provide the complain
ant with full facilities for submitting evidence in support of the 
allegations. 

4. Lawyers in government service should do all they can in their official capacity 
to promote the incorporation of the Standard Minimum Rules for the 
Treatment of Prisoners into the law of that jurisdiction and to see that the 
rules and all standards relating to the treatment of detained persons are 
observed and enforced and that violations thereof are subject to disciplinary 
action or criminal prosecution. 

5. (1) All lawyers, both individually and through their professional associations, 
should give their full support to lawyers carrying out the obligations of 
this code. · · 

(2) They should insist before the competent authorities that the code be 
respected and observed, and, especially at the highest level of their 
professional organizations, they should come to the aid of any lawyer 
victimized or penalized for adhering to the principles of this code. 

(3) Those covered by the code have an obligation to inform the proper 
national and international bodies of those activities which are in direct 
contravention of the principles and provisions of this code and in gross 
violation of human rights, as described in the United Nations Declara
tion on the Protection of All Persof}s·from being, Subjected to Torture 
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. If 
necessary·as a last resort, they should make such information publicly 
known. - · 

(4) Any organizational body, national o~ international, which adopts, 
proposes or promulgates the code should maintain some mechanism 
for hearing appeals from those covered by the code who claim that any 
of its provis'ions have been violated. 

Presented by Amnesty International in consultation with the Intem~tional 
...., Commission of Jurists. 

• 
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APPENDIX D. 
DRAFT CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIA.LS 
(unofficial text of draft agreed by UN Committee on Crime prevention 
and Control, 21 June - 2 July 1976). , 

.•• a body of principles for o bservance by law enforcement officials of all 
nations -
1. Law enforcement officials must at all times fulfil tbe duty imposed upon 

tbem by law, by serving tbe community and by protecting all persons against 
illegal acts, cons is tent with the high degree of res pons ibili ty rQr111 j.red 
by their profession. 

2. In the performance of their duty I law onforcemeut nffi ci.A 1 s ,:;houln r espect 
and pro tect human dignity and maintain and uphold the huma n righ ts of all 
persons . 

3 , Law enforcement officials may never use more force t han neces sary in the 
performance of their duty. 

4. Matters of a confidential nature in the possession of law enf orcement 
officials should be kept co nfidential, unless the performa nce of duty or 
the needs of justice require otherwise . 

'_) . .. 
5, No law enforcemen~ officictl ma.y inflict, instigate or tolera te any act o~ 

torture or other cruel , inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment ,~ 
may any law enforcement official invok.e exceptional circumstances such a s 
a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or a ny 
otber public emergency as a justification of torture or other cruel , 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punish~ 

6. Law enforcement officials having custody of pers ons needing medical atten
tion should secure such attention and tak.e immediate action to meet tbe 
needs of the person in custody . I 

7. Law enforcement officials must refrain from and rigorously oppose and 
pursue all acts of corruption. 

8. Law enforcement officials must refrain from and prevent and rigorous ly 
oppose all violations of this code by tak.ing appro priate action to the 
best of their capability. When violations have occurred, or can be 
expected to occur, law enforcement officials should report the matter 
within the chain of command or tak.e such o ther actions as are lawfully 
open to them , including , when necessary, the reporting to any agency with 
reviewing or remedial power. 

9 . A law enforcement official who, in fulfilling the obligations of this code, 
erroneously exceeds the l.i'llits o f law despite b:,o.est ao.d c:>o.scientio us 
asses smeo.t , is entitled to the full protection afforded by national law. 

10. A law enforcement officia1l who complies with the pr:,visions of this code 
deserves the respect , tbe full support and the c ollaboration of the com
muo.ity and of the law enforcement agency in which such official serves, 
as well as the support of the law enforcement profession. 




